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I. MOTIVATION

In recent years graph analytics has become key in a
large variety of research domains and applications, such as
understanding of (human) behavior from social networks or
understanding of functionalities of genes or proteins from
biological networks. This movement coupled with a big growth
in the graphs that are analyzed, the essentially of graph theory
and graph analytics is growing rapidly.

One of the important applications of graph analytics lies
in the identification of central or hub nodes. Such central
nodes hold the key in promoting business products from
social networks, investigating disease genes from biological
networks, and identifying important web pages from hyperlink
networks. Several such measures, known as node centrality
measures, have been proposed in the last decade. Among
them Estrada proposed the subgraph centrality [4] which is
considered to be one of the sophisticated measures because of
its ability to capture enough topology around nodes.

Another important application of graph analytics lies in
graph isomorphisms. As visualized in Fig. 1 it is very hard
for an algorithm and a human observe to check if the three
graphs in the top row are similar. We use the density of eigen-
values, known as spectrograms, to compute a 1 dimensional
“fingerprint” of a graph as shown in the second row in Fig. 1.
The spectrogram provides a simple way to compare graphs of
different size, e.g. by computing the cross correlation between
two vectors, and fosters convenient interpretation.

Fig. 1. All three graphs are just permutations of each other. Computing
graph isomorphisms is expensive (NP-complete). By reducing the problem to
compare two spectrograms (1D vectors) that capture the characteristics of a
graph well, we have a cheap way to compare graphs of different size.

However, computing the subgraph centrality (one way to
do that is to compute the exponential of the adjacency matrix)

or the eigenvalues for the spectrogram has a complexity of
O(N3), where N is the number of nodes in the graph. This
means that even for moderate graphs with 1 million nodes the
required computational resources to compute these analytics
in a meaningful time frame are high. To overcome these
limitations, we believe that accuracy has to be traded for
algorithmic complexity and scalability, because hardware will
not beat complexity. Following along this paradigm we devel-
oped algorithms to approximate the computation of subgraph
centrality and spectrogram in near linear time (O(N)) for
graphs with N nodes. However, a (near) linear time solution
can still be computationally expensive, when billions of nodes
are involved in a graph. In this context, the advent of parallel
computing technologies have opened an avenue to drastically
accelerate graph analysis.

With all the motivations mentioned above, we present a
parallel computing framework for large and sparse network
analysis:

• We present the underlaying mathematical model for
the two graph analytics. Both algorithms make sue
of a method to approximate the diagonal of matrix
functions.

• To attain a high parallel efficiency we exploit multi-
layered hybrid parallelizations and algorithmic traits
and benchmark the scalability and performance of
our framework on large real-world networks, such as
European street network with 51 million nodes and
108 million edges.

II. METHODS

Both methods presented here rely on a technique to ap-
proximating the diagonal of a matrix function F (A) in linear
time. An algorithm that achieves this was introduced by Bekas
et. al [1]. In essence this method applies a probe vectors vi to
a matrix function

[
s∑

i=1

(vi � (F (A)vi))

]
�

[
s∑

i=1

(vi � vi)

]
, (1)

where � denotes point-wise matrix multiplication, � de-
notes point-wise matrix division, and the number of probe
vectors s � N . It has been shown [5] that the variance of
the trace is minimized when the entries of vi are chosen as
independently and identically distributed (i. i. d) from ±1.



A. Subgraph centrality

The subgraph centrality introduced by Estrada [4] measures
the participation of a node in all subgraphs of the graph.
Intuitively, a node is central according to this measure, if
many cycles pass through the node. One way to compute this
is to accumulate all walks (starting and ending in the same
node) of all lengths with A + A2 + A3 + . . ., where A is
the adjacency matrix of the graph. To avoid divergence and to
penalizes longer walks (short walks are important) we weight
each term in this series by k!, where k is the length of a
walk. Using this we can formulate the subgraph centrality as
Ce = diag eA. As shown in [3], we can use any sequence of
weights to scale the contribution of a walk of length k. With
this we can define a centrality measure as a Maclaurin series∑N

k=0 ckx
k including an artificial k0 term. Each weighting

scheme (in the Maclaurin series) corresponds to a different
subgraph centrality measurement. For example for ck = 1/zk

we get Cr = diag (A− zI)−1, where z is a certain scalar.

In order to achieve a near linear complexity we require
(aside from the linear diagonal estimator) a near linear method
to apply a probe vector to the matrix function F (A)vi:

For F (A) = eA we compute m � N iterations of
Lanczos (with re-orthognonalization) to compute the expo-
nential as Am = V T

mDmVm → eAm = V T
m eDmVm at cost

O(m2nnz (A)) and O(m3) for computing the exponential.

For F (A) = (A−zI)−1 we profit from the shift invariance
property of Krylov methods: the Krylov basis for the original
matrix A is the same as the shifted matrix A− zI . Again we
use Lanczos to compute a low rank approximation Am once at
cost O(m2nnz (A)). Subsequently, we reuse Vm to solve for
many different shifts z by solving (exactly) a much smaller
(and tridiagonal) system (Dm − zI)ym = e1 and Vmym at
linear cost O(m).

For both methods we get a similar cost, with a slightly
different factor d� N ,O(d nnz (A)). In practical applications
s is in the order 103 and m� N .

B. Spectrogram

In [2] we describe an algorithm for computing the spec-
trogram in near linear time using following techniques and
costs: i) scaling and shifting the matrix to move the spectrum
to the range [−1, 1] and dividing the range into b bins, ii)
estimating the number of eigenvalue below a certain value
using Chebyshev-Jackson polynomials [6] with degree M at
cost O(Mnnz (A)), and iii) approximating the diagonal of a
matrix function with s probe vectors.

With this the total cost is O(bsMnnz (A)) ≈ O(dN),
where d � N for big N (i.e., order of millions). Usually
s is in the order 103 and a polynomial degree M = 64 is
enough.

C. Our multi-layered hybrid parallel computing framework

Our multi-layered hybrid parallel computing framework
benefits from two MPI and node level (threads/GPU) paral-
lelism to enable fast and efficient graph analytics. In addition,
the described algorithms expose multiple level of parallelism,
e.g. we can apply multiple probe vector in parallel. This

enables to optimize the amount of resources we spend for
sparse matrix vector multiplications (the main kernel) and
use the remaining resources to maximize the probe vector
application.

III. RESULTS

We test the scalability of our framework by computing sub-
graph centrality and spectrogram of European street network
on BlueGene/QTM. The results shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate
the good scalability of the framework.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Scalability of our framework when we compute (a) subgraph centrality
and (b) spectrogram of European street network using different number of
processes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Large scale graph analytics is fast becoming an indis-
pensable tool in the hands of researchers and practitioners.
We designed and implemented graph analytics algorithms that
foster high scalability on multiple levels providing close to
linear cost. Finally, we demonstrated that calculating subgraph
node centralities of graphs with millions of nodes is now
possible in a few minutes instead of days or months.
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